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SNAPSHOT

See how Vantage FX is powering its services around 
the globe and providing a better customer experience 

in China with Alibaba Cloud.

Vantage FX found that Alibaba Cloud offered 
the best, most suitable suite of purpose‑built 

components that protect against all the 
common attack threats.

Chris Nelson-Smith,  
Global Head of Risk, Vantage FX

PRODUCTS USED

FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS MAX COMPUTE MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORM FOR AIECS CDN

http://www.alibabacloud.com
https://www.alibabacloud.com/solutions/financial?spm=a3c0i.13707763.7870227860.8.2e5628f8OjAqrQ
https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/maxcompute?spm=a3c0i.13707763.7870227860.11.2e5628f8gZXPWC
https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/machine-learning?spm=a3c0i.13707763.7870227860.12.2e5628f8gZXPWC
https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/ecs?spm=a3c0i.13707763.7870227860.9.2e5628f8gZXPWC
https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/cdn?spm=a3c0i.13707763.7870227860.10.2e5628f8gZXPWC
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CHALLENGE

One major challenge for Vantage FX is that they require a complete 
IT solution that can cover all major regions across the globe, including 
Europe and the Americas, but also Asia Pacific, with China being a 
particularly important market. A complete global solution is important 
because Vantage FX has offices in several different locations, 
including in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, and Malaysia, along with 
the Cayman Islands and Australia, and their clients are also located 
across the world.

Another challenge is that scale and computing power are key service 
requirements. As a global financial services provider, Vantage FX needs 
to ensure that, as business evolves, Vantage FX can rely on a solid and 
reliable infrastructure that can grow with these changes.

Also, due to the scale that Vantage FX requires, the level of security 
required must both meet and exceed the strictest of requirements. 
Vantage FX’s clients trust that their funds and data are not only 
protected, but that their privacy is respected at the highest level.

WHY AL IBABA CLOUD

After considering all the major public cloud providers to see which 
provider’s strengths best aligned with Vantage FX’s business 
requirements, they chose Alibaba Cloud. Given that it was important for 
several different cloud services to work seamlessly together, Vantage FX 
needed a vendor that could not only service but also assemble and even 
implement a strategy between multiple cloud components.

Vantage FX found that Alibaba Cloud offered the best, most suitable suite 
of purpose‑built components that protect against all the common attack 
threats, as well as provides various countermeasures against lesser‑
known attacks. And where Alibaba Cloud particularly stood out was the 
safeguarding of sensitive data and online transactions.

http://www.alibabacloud.com
https://www.facebook.com/alibabacloud/?spm=a3c0i.7911826.677923.33.5c62b487Xy88ab
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1218665/
https://twitter.com/alibaba_cloud?spm=a3c0i.7911826.677923.35.5c62b487Xy88ab
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ARCHITEC TURE

After partnering with Alibaba Cloud, Vantage FX started to build a service 
architecture with server‑side solutions, in particular with Alibaba Cloud 
Elastic Compute Service (ECS) instances. Alibaba Cloud ECS provides 
low latency for powering several different applications on the cloud and 
also allows for easy auto scaling to meet business changes in a quick and 
convenient manner. Given these advantages, during volatile economic 
periods, Vantage FX can easily scale resource resources to meet higher 
trade volumes and client activity requirements.

For managing our client and trade databases, Vantage FX required a 
service solution that allowed data to be written, read, and synchronized 
in real‑time across our different data centers. Alibaba Cloud offered a 
solution that both allowed for real‑time data synchronization and for 
disaster recovery, backups, and restores, as well as monitoring at a variety 
of physical locations around the world. This in turn meant that Vantage 
FX could have an unlimited capacity to support further growth and low‑
latency access to massive amounts of data from anywhere in the world. 
This service suite also ensures that client data is never compromised.

A majority of Vantage FX’s business is servicing clients located in China. 
In the past, given the challenges of cross‑border connectivity, several 
users in China experienced performance issues with Vantage FX’s 
services. Alibaba Cloud ExpressConnect helped to circumvent these 
challenges through the leased line service, which establishes a secure 
high bandwidth connection between Vantage FX networks across all 
regional data centers so that all users can experience uninterrupted 
connections no matter where they are in the world.

Vantage FX’s risk management tools have been enriched by Alibaba 
Cloud’s service different on‑cloud services, in particular the big data 
platform and several different AI capabilities. These components help to 
support Vantage FX’s anti‑fraud and anti‑money laundering policies as 
well as a set of risk management measures imposed by the responsible 
regulatory authorities that oversee financial services companies in the 
various jurisdictions in which Vantage FX services are located.

http://www.alibabacloud.com
https://www.facebook.com/alibabacloud/?spm=a3c0i.7911826.677923.33.5c62b487Xy88ab
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1218665/
https://twitter.com/alibaba_cloud?spm=a3c0i.7911826.677923.35.5c62b487Xy88ab
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ABOUT ALIBABA CLOUD

Established in 2009, Alibaba Cloud the digital 
technology and intelligence backbone of Alibaba 
Group, is among the world’s top three IaaS providers, 
according to Gartner. It is also the largest provider 
of public cloud services in China, according to IDC. 
Alibaba Cloud provides a comprehensive suite of 
cloud computing services to businesses worldwide, 
including merchants doing business on Alibaba Group 
marketplaces, start‑ups, corporations and public services. 

Alibaba Cloud is the official Cloud Services Partner of 
the International Olympic Committee.

Locally we support customers with two availability 
zones covering Australia and New Zealand, helping 
organisations looking to expand to China and Asia 
Pacific. We deliver business value through better 
account servicing, agile solution implementations 
and cost savings. 

Alibaba Cloud works alongside FUJIFILM CodeBlue as 
a cloud technology partner, providing cloud services 
and managed IT services to the ANZ region. In 2020, 
FUJIFILM CodeBlue was awarded Alibaba Cloud’s 
ANZ Innovation Partner of the year award for their 
dedication to innovation.

For more information about Alibaba Cloud offerings for 
your business, visit  
www.code-blue.com.au/Alibaba-Cloud-Solutions

VANTAGE FX

Vantage FX is a CFD (Contract For Difference) broker 
specializing in Forex, Indices, Commodities and Global 
Share CFDs. Vantage FX’s mission is to help clients 
pursue their financial trading goals through offering 
regulated and transparent access to global markets.

LOOK ING FORWARD

In the future, Vantage FX intends to integrate more machine learning 
and AI resources and technologies into a variety of its business units 
and internal departments. Through leveraging Alibaba Cloud’s machine 
learning components for data analytics, Vantage FX can further optimize 
service packages and increase the value of its services through gaining 
insights into customer behavior.

Vantage FX hopes, through gaining insights into customer behavior, 
it can continue to deliver services that are even more client centric, 
both meeting and exceeding customer expectations. Along the same 
lines, Vantage FX also hopes to continue to evolve and stay ahead of 
its competition by increasing overall business transparency, improving 
overall quality of service, and diversifying its product portfolio.

The market, and finance technology in general, will continue to grow 
and expand, with there being a huge space for continued innovation. 
And, by partnering with Alibaba Cloud, Vantage FX now have the 
infrastructure to expand and evolve with the industry, as its business 
continues to expand globally.

http://www.alibabacloud.com
https://www.facebook.com/alibabacloud/?spm=a3c0i.7911826.677923.33.5c62b487Xy88ab
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1218665/
https://twitter.com/alibaba_cloud?spm=a3c0i.7911826.677923.35.5c62b487Xy88ab
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